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Abstract 
 

Collaborative robotics is the use of multiple robots to perform tasks which are difficult to perform by 

humans or tasks in which efficiency can be increased, processes simplified and costs reduced as 

compared to a single robot system.  For instance, collaborative robots are much more efficient in 

exploring an unknown environment when compared to a single robot system.  Earlier, work was done at 

Auburn University on “Wireless Mobile Ad-Hoc Network Robotic Testbed”.  There, the objective was 

to study the trade-off between the amount of communication and the ability to find a target, while 

employing sensor fusion to aid in mapping and navigation.  Let’s call the earlier robots as Generation – I 

of robots (Gen-I).  In Gen-I robots a major chunk of path planning and navigation is offloaded to a 

centralized server due to the lack of a floating point unit on the Gen-I robots.  We propose an enhanced 

testbed with new hardware for robots which increases the processing power of the robots and more 

efficient wall following.  These robots are Generation – II of robots (Gen-II).  Gen-II robots have new 

hardware which supports floating point calculation on the robots instead of offloading it to a centralized 

server which may compromise the characteristic of the system as a mobile ad-hoc network. 
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